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SCG 2 BOD President,
Jim Foran and Treasurer, Tom Gross, have

had far reaching
consequences for us
down the road.

been working overtime to
attempt to solve the problems with our roof contract!
Fortunately, our
President’s expertise in
contracting and construction alerted him to discrepancies and BIG

See the full story
inside!

issues which could have

GOC:
Jennifer Frankenstein
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SECURITY
CAMERAS
We now have seven+ surveillance cameras on property to
monitor our premises and provide evidence if needed to identify vandalism or inappropriate
activity that could cause harm to
our investment here at SCG.

Now we can feel more confident that our Management can
intervene in a timely fashion if
there are violations in the
parking lots, around the pool
area or other areas of the
property.

Please be reminded
that NO beverages may
be within four (4) feet
of the side of the
pool.
This is
regardless of the
container type: plastic,
aluminum or paper per
our regulations. Glass
containers are never
permitted.
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SPECIAL ASSESSMENT:
A BIG THANK YOU to everyone
for your timely payment of the funds
needed to pay for our hurricane-damaged
roofs!!!!
Here’s the Roof story……...

It all began so
well………until
it
was
discovered
that there were a
number of issues
associated with the
materials
and
methods
being
used to replace the
roof. Fortunately,
we had the foresight to engage the
services of a company to oversee
the project. Once it
became clear that
we were lacking
means and methods needed to
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meet the specifications
set up by the supplier
of the roofing system,
all work had to be halted. What has transpired since then has
been an unbelievable
series of
meetings
with SCG, the roofing
contractor, the materials supplier, the City of
New Smyrna and engineering firms. This has
been incredibly time
consuming and frustrating for
all of the
SCG 2 Board of Directors, especially for Tom
Gross, our Point per-

of this challenging
problem.
We appreciate your
patience and understanding as we go forward with the hope
that the project will be
restarted very soon
and then finished before the end of October. The materials
stored on our property
since Spring are being
evaluated for usability.
SCG 3 is benefitting
from this experience
and that roof should go
forward much more
smoothly.

PAINT!!!
IT’S THAT TIME AGAIN!!!
Our buildings need to be repainted every six to eight years
to preserve the waterproof inty of the exterior walls and so this maintenance is due in
the next year.

Your Joint Facilities Committee has been

hard at work for months investigating paint types and colors for this planned re-paint of the buildings. The exact
timeline has not yet been determined as we will wait for the
roof to be completed.

Sample colors will be put on the

building exterior in a few places for you to see.
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CABLE MODERNIZATION PROJECT
The Cable Modernization Project involves the complete re-wire of the cable/internet/cable
telephone infrastructure throughout all our buildings. It is part of an agreement reached
through the Cable Coalition Group the Association joined some months age. Below is the letter sent to all SCG 2 Owners in mid August, 2018 regarding the Cable Modernization Project. If you did not receive a letter from side 2 or 3, please contact the office at
offadmscg@gmail.com to update your mailing address.
Dear Owner:
As you may or may not be aware, the Association has been engaged with a company representing a number of Associations in New Smyrna Beach in an effort to leverage the aggregate purchasing power many associations together potentially have versus just one association negotiating on its own with the local cable companies.
As part of the agreement that was reached, our building’s forty plus year old cable infrastructure will be replaced and
upgraded with a modern cable framework in both the building’s common areas and in each individual condo unit.
There will be no additional charge to each condo unit for this upgrade.
That work is about to begin in a short while and this communication from your Board is to give you some of the details
of what this work entails and how it will be scheduled and carried out.
Each two bedroom condominium unit will receive three (3) cable outlets – one in the Living Room area, one in the Master Bedroom, and one in the Second Bedroom. The first two will be located where they generally are today and the second bedroom outlet in most units will be located on the wall adjacent to that bedroom’s closet. Each one bedroom unit
will receive two (2) cable outlets – one in the Living Room area and one in the Master Bedroom – also located where they
generally are today. A floorplan layout accompanies this communication showing where the outlets will be placed.
The entire project is slated to take between 90 and 120 days,
second week of September of this year. The unit work cited
work crews to enter your condo unit for a few hours on a
process and they will need access to the closets as that is
will be installed as to be largely out of sight. After an inspecunits, it is contemplated that there may be a need for a small
the floor trim in the master bedrooms from the closet to the
This area runs behind furniture in many of the condo units.

beginning in the first or
above will require the
single day during this
where the new cable runs
tion of some of the condo
amount of molding along
existing outlet location.

The Association and the crews are cognizant of the fact that winter renters will begin filtering down during this process,
however this timeframe was deemed the slowest part of the year overall. It is intended that the work and scheduling
will be done to try and minimize any interference with using your condo unit.
During this project there will be no disruption in cable, cable-telephone, or internet service. However, if you do
not grant access to the crews to enter your condo unit during this project period or if you decide that you do not want
your unit upgraded, once the official cut-over to the new infrastructure is complete, you will NOT have any cable, cabletelephone, or internet service. If you decide later that you want such service(s), you will have to contract separately on
your own, entirely at your own expense, with Spectrum to come out and upgrade your condo unit and connect your
condo unit to the building’s backbone cable service.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this project, please direct them in writing to the property management
office at offadmscg@gmail.com. Because this project contains many different fragments and functions, providing
your questions or concerns in writing via email will enable property management to more promptly forward your email
to whoever is handling that particular component and, as such, will be the best person to provide the most accurate answer.
Thank you
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We Are Still Lacking Keys!!!
Our Key Policy requires that management has a
working key for the front door every unit in case
entry is needed for an emergency in your Unit –
such as a water leak. Gaining immediate access in
such cases can make the difference between costing you hundreds of dollars versus thousands of
dollars along with potentially a loss of use as major repairs are made. However, we have found that
management does not have a working front door
key for every Unit at this time. Not only does this
present a problem in mitigating any water damage
or other emergency that might occur in your Unit,
in order for the Cable Modernization Project to be
a success, access to your Unit is required. Please
check with Management regarding whether or not
they have a working front door key to your Unit.
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Fourth of July Festivities
Sea Coast Gardens was the place to be for the Fourth of July. Those
who wanted their tent to be direct oceanfront would have to stake out their
“property” by 7:00 am, or would have to settle for the “ocean view” in the
second or even the third row back! The grill was in constant use, and the
pools were enjoyed
by many. On the evening
of the 4th, the deck
and lawn were packed
with spectators who
enjoyed the best fireworks
in the area that lasted
for hours. It was wonderful to see so many
families making memories
and enjoying time together. Rain could not
dampen the spirits of
our guests. New Smyrna
Beach fireworks were as gorgeous as ever and SCG did it’s part! See the
pictures on the next page of the many barbeques and parties around the
property!!!
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Thanks so much to GOC!!!!
Dear GOC,
I just wanted to send my sincere thanks to everyone involved at GOC who has worked tirelessly this
week on solving the water problem damage from last weekend. From the girls calling for workers,
keeping me informed, working overtime and days off, the maintenance men completing baseboards
and vanity work, Jennifer contacting board members and the condo trying to get things resolved,
and the cleaners cleaning even today, I can’t thank enough. GOC has went over and above what
was their responsibility in this whole issue. I went over today to clean and make sure things were
ready for guests and was surprised with the cleaners there already cleaning along with the guys doing repair work. They all were so nice, showed me damage and repair and really made me feel at
ease. I left knowing it was in good hands and taken care of. There may be more I didn’t mention involved but I do appreciate everything and everyone who has worked on this issue this week.
Thanks is certainly not enough for GOC, but I will remain a loyal owner and renter and will always
recommend GOC for both my owner friends and those asking about renting units.
Thanks, thanks and more thanks! Here’s to a relaxing weekend and some sunshine for everyone!
T.H. SCGIII Unit 101

REVIEWS

April 8, 2017- Sea Coast II is a terrific place to stay. Property is very well maintained, pools are crystal clear
and so close to the beautiful sandy shores. My unit was clean with comfortable beds and nice furniture. I
would highly recommend to family and friends. Hope to be back again.
—Elaine R., Greenville, SC, Sea Coast Gardens II Unit 107
April 21, 2018- “The condo really did have the most amazing views of the ocean. We even saw Dolphins!
Condo was clean, well maintained. Beds were comfy and kitchen is well stocked. Lawn chairs to take down
to the beach were a great bonus. The complex is clean and pool area has lots of chairs. Pool gets lots of sun
all day unlike a few neighboring condos which block the afternoon sun. We enjoyed our stay.”
–Pam T., Portage la Prairie, MB., Sea Coast Gardens II 303
August 11, 2017- “Great Vacation This condo was perfect. Everything was pristine upon arrival. It was
tastefully decorated and well stocked with linens. The kitchen had every
item we could think of and more. The view was breathtaking from the
master bedroom and living room. You feel completely surrounded by the
beach in this unit! You just walk out the door and you are on the beach,
cannot get any closer! Beyond the perfect vacation condo, Great Ocean
Condos was a fantastic vacation rental management company to work
with. They provided all the information and made everything so easy. I will
definitely be back and recommend to anyone!
–Tom G., Orlando, FL, Sea Coast Gardens II 405
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More Rave Reviews!
January 27, 2018- “We spent 5 Amazing Weeks (January 27 to March 3, 2018) in Sea Coast
Gardens III Unit 102! Open the front door and your Heart is captured immediately but the
Magnificent View of the Ocean! Modern Upscale Beautiful Decor inside and outside on the
Lanai! Workout Classes, Aqua Fit, Games…what more can you ask for? Highly recommend
SCG III Unit 102 Absolutely 110%!”
Mary D., Scarborough, ON., Sea Coast Gardens III 102
May 19,2017- “We stayed at Sea Coast Gardens II Unit 115 which exceeded our expectations.
Even my husband was impressed with the condo and how well the grounds and pool area are
maintained. It was just perfect for our needs. The unit is modern, clean, and very organized.
The kitchen was stocked with everything that we could possibly need. After a day of fun in
the sun and having dinner, I enjoyed relaxing on the recliner chair watching movies on the
flat screen TV. The queen size bed was very comfortable. We absolutely loved our stay in unit
115 and would recommend it to others. We love the proximity of everything… restaurants,
grocery stores and shopping. There even is a 7-Eleven walking distance away and if you’re in
the mood for some good tacos or ice cream, visit Izzy’s right next door to 7-Eleven. The Great
Ocean Condo management team was super helpful when I decided to add a day to my stay. It
was a smooth and painless transaction. I look forward to my vacation stay. Thank you for
making our stay wonderful and comfortable.”
-

Wanda T., Scottsdale, CA, Sea Coast Gardens II 115

September 13, 2017- “Wonderful stay! Condo was just what we needed. Perfect view of the
beach, great outdoor setting, pool was perfect, and overall was a great place to relax for the
remainder of the week. Condo was easy to enter, had plain instructions on arriving/leaving,
and overall was great. Would recommend for next visit.”
Christine H., Altamonte Springs, FL., Sea Coast Gardens II 317

January 27, 2018-“Great weather & friendly people. We had terrific weather and the people
were very friendly with many activities to participate if you chose to do so. The condo was
clean and well furnished, a great place to stay.”
Robert M. Essexville, MI, Sea Coast Gardens III 409
January 28, 2018 – “We were thrilled with the view from the property. The bedroom was
roomy and comfortable. I would return in a second for another stay. A minor problem was resolved same day by the Great Ocean staff. I thought the whole condo complex well maintained and immaculate.” Deborah T., Chelmsford, MA, Sea Coast Gardens II 317
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Summer Exchange Idea
An astute owner brought to the attention of SCGIII board that many
guests who travel by plane to vacation here purchase umbrellas, boogies boards, sand buckets, etc. that they throw away upon their departure. These items are very gently used and could be enjoyed by others
visiting SCG. It was thought that rather than dispose of these in the
dumpsters that they could leave them in a designated area in the clubhouse. We are hoping that one of you creative thinkers can come up
with the perfect name for this “exchange”. Please submit your suggestions to Deborah Packard in the main office and we will create a sign
and inform guests of this option.

Labor Day Is Upon Us!
Looking forward to seeing everyone on Sunday, September
2, 2018 at 6:30 in the Clubhouse! Be sure to sign up online
and let us how many hamburgers/hotdogs you will need
and what side dish you will contribute to the feast!
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Parking Problems Addressed over the Fourth of July
Management was tasked with the responsibility of following through on
new, very specific directives from both Boards in an effort to control the
well known problems we encounter annually during this very popular time
to visit the beach. SCG has been overwhelmed in the past with unregistered guests and overuse of the parking places available by certain individuals (some of them even our Owners!). We engaged the services of a
Parking Attendant at both entrances who also monitored the pool area.
While we did have MANY violators of the pool band requirement (again
many Owners guilty here), the Attendant did patrol the pool and requested
that people comply with this rule in an effort to protect the unauthorized use
of our facilities. We also directed visitors to the (for now, free) parking
across the street at the Plaza. We also labelled cones to reserve specific
parking places for use by those who were displaced due to construction
equipment. This all worked fairly well and
is still being tweaked as a policy. SCG 2
led the way in the development of these
guidelines and SCG 3 added some ideas
of their own.
Overall, the weekend
passed without any
major incidents

Mission mostly Accomplished!!
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HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS

No one wants to hear this, but…………..
We DO have a set of Hurricane Preparedness Guidelines provided by Brown Insurance Services of Panama City, Florida ,
which will be available to you on our website. A summary of
reminders appears here:
1. OWNERS: REMOVE all items, especially outdoor furniture,
from the balconies. A $25.00 Fee will be charged to any
Owner for whom SCG Management must accomplish this
task. IF you are on property: Turn Electricity and Water OFF
in the unit; EMPTY refrigerator.
2. MANAGEMENT: REMOVE and STORE all pool chairs and tables from poolside and the deck; Turn the pool heater OFF,
if necessary: SECURE all doors; Remove and store safely
ANY LOOSE items from the parking lots; Turn water in bathroom and kitchen OFF; ALTER the outgoing telephone voice
message to reflect the situation; EMPTY and turn the refrigerator OFF; Turn Air conditioning OFF; Place prepared NOTICE OF HURRICANE PROTOCOL on the WEBSITE.
Storm Aftermath: Regardless of Evacuation necessity, SAFETY comes first! The website checklist specifies the many
tasks that will be necessitated once the storm has passed.

Here’s Hoping We Don’t Need this This Year!!!!
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NO FLOATS IN THE POOL, PLEASE!!
ONLY NOODLES ALLOWED!

In response to Management’s request due to problems, both
Boards unanimously passed and amendment the Pool Rules
regarding floats. The new rule permits children’s flotation devices and noodles only! In addition – a reminder Please Stay Off the Ropes! We have had to replace both
this year due to people continually hanging on them.
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Recipes:
Paradise in our own
backyard!

Chocolate
Brownie
Trifle
Ingredients







1 (19.8 ounce) package brownie mix
1 (3.9 ounce) package instant chocolate pudding mix
1/2 cup water
1 (14 ounce) can sweetened condensed milk
1 (8 ounce) container frozen whipped topping, thawed
1 (12 ounce) container frozen whipped topping, thawed
1 (1.5 ounce) bar chocolate candy

Directions
1. Prepare brownie mix according to package directions and cool completely. Cut in-

to 1 inch squares.
2. In a large bowl, combine pudding mix, water and sweetened condensed milk. Mix
until smooth, then fold in 8 ounces whipped topping until no streaks remain.

In a trifle bowl or glass serving dish, place half of the brownies, half of the pudding
mixture and half of the 12 ounce container of whipped topping. Repeat layers. Shave
chocolate onto top layer for garnish. Refrigerate 8 hours before serving.

Recipes From
SEA COAST GARDENS
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With Sympathy:
Clark Booth, long time owner of SCG 3 Unit 116 passed away on July
27th, . He had a very distinguished career in Journalism that included
newspaper, radio, and television news before retiring in 2000. He leaves
behind his wife of 53 years, Anne and their three children, Scott, Matthew
and Tracy and five grandchildren.

Winnie Tobin, resident of SCG 2 Unit 410 since 2004, passed away on
April 17, 2018 at the age of almost 92. Winnie was well known by her
fourth floor neighbors. She leaves behind one daughter and son-in-law,
Patrice and George Butterfield, three sons, Peter Haring (deceased),
Chris Haring and Paul Haring and four grand children, Alex Haring, Laura
and Brian Bligh, Ryan Haring and Jay Butterfield.
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Classifieds:
*Please

submit announcements only for FREE items you
have available to: Deborah Packard
in the Management Office (offadmscg@gmail.com)
for our next issue!

Website (on your PC): seacoastgardens.com
Go to “Owners” Dropdown Tab, then “Association Owner
Login”: PW: “scown3r”

Contributions and suggestions for inclusion in our
Newsletter are always welcome! Please submit items to Deborah
Packard in the SCG Management Office.
Thank you!
Patrice Butterfield and Dianne Fix, Editors

This newsletter is not an official or binding communication from either
Sea Coast Gardens Boards of Directors or GOC. The information herein is
believed to be accurate at the time of dissemination, but it is not guaranteed to
be without error. In addition, changes in future circumstances may affect
some of the potential outcomes reported herein.
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